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Highlights

HKIEd Ranked 15th in the World &
3rd in Asia in Education
The HKIEd had a quantum leap in its position
in the area of education, jumping from 51-100
in 2014 to the 15th in the world and 3rd in
Asia this year, according to the latest QS World
University Rankings by Subject released by
Quacquarelli Symonds (QS).

world, with findings announced on an annual basis. One
of the world’s most important university rankings, the
organisation’s QS World University Rankings by Subject
compares the performance of the world’s top universities
in research, teaching, employability and international
reputation. The rankings are based on research citations,
alongside reputational surveys of 85,062 academics and
41,910 graduate employers worldwide.

Announcing the ranking on 29 April 2015, QS praised
HKIEd in a press statement for its “standout performance”

To further extend our regional and international footprint,

in education among universities around the world.

the Institute has recently formed the Global Alliance for
Educational Change and Social Development with a number

The Institute is most encouraged that we have made such

of world-renowned universities.

a meteoric rise in our ranking in education. As the Institute
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is working tirelessly on the university title, the ranking

With the concerted efforts of the Institute community,

announcement comes as a strong morale booster.

The

the HKIEd is having an increasing impact and reputation

ranking testified to the international recognition of our

in the area of teacher education both locally and beyond.

increasing teaching and research capability and research

The Institute must once again thank all our staff for their

outputs.webBanner_210X157_5mm_o.pdf

unfailing support over the years. We will hold fast to our
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core mission of ‘Education’ as we seek to contribute to
Headquartered in London, QS conducts comprehensive

education development locally and in the region.

research on higher education institutions across the
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Highlights

HKIEd President’s Awards
Honour Outstanding Staff on Research
The Hong Kong Institute of Education (HKIEd)
paid tribute to distinguished staff members and teams
on 29 April 2015 at the presentation ceremony of
its President’s Awards for Outstanding Performance
in Teaching, Research and Administrative Services
2014/15, in line with its commitment to a
performance-driven culture.
Officiating at the ceremony on 29 April 2015, Professor John Lee
Chi-kin, HKIEd Acting President, congratulated the award recipients

Awardees of Outstanding Performance in Research

for their achievements.
“The 16 awardees have been selected through a very rigorous
process”, he said, adding that “all awardees have demonstrated
exemplary performance, caliber, and, above all, strong passion in
supporting the growth of the Institute”.
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Launched in 2011/12, the President’s Awards for Outstanding
Performance in Teaching, Research and Administrative Services aim
to give due recognition and encouragement to staff members on
both an individual and a team basis.
Noting that the number of nominees had increased from previous
years, Professor Lee said that the Selection Panels were deeply
impressed by the excellent performance of all nominated staff. He
extended his thanks to the members of the Selection Panels for their
dedication, effort, time and hard work.
This year’s research award winners are:

Research Excellence Award
Professor Chou Kee-lee, Professor, Department of Asian and Policy Studies

Early Career Research Excellence Award
Dr Ho Wing-kei, Assistant Professor, Department of Science and Environmental Studies
Dr Ian Lam Chun-bun, Assistant Professor, Department of Early Childhood Education
Dr Zhang Xiao, Assistant Professor, Department of Early Childhood Education

Highlights

Knowledge Transfer Awards Go to
Four Committed Academics
Four distinguished academics were honoured with the

This year’s awardees were elected through a meticulous

Knowledge Transfer (KT) Award 2014/15 by the HKIEd in

process.

recognition of their hard efforts in transferring knowledge to

research centres based on a set of selection criteria, such as

the community for social change.

creativity, accessibility and social impact. Next the nominees

The projects were first nominated by faculties and

did an oral presentation of their projects to a selection panel,
Professor Winnie So Wing-mui of the Department of Science
and Environmental Studies received the KT Grand Award
for her project in promoting awareness of science and

comprising seven HKIEd academics and a local secondary
school principal. It assessed the projects and decided the
winners.

environmental issues among primary pupils.
The Institute has adopted knowledge transfer as the third
The Knowledge Transfer Awards were inaugurated in

pillar in its institutional development.

2009/10 to recognize the transfer of Institute’s research
inspired knowledge, technology and research findings to
bring positive impact to the wider community.
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Dr Celeste Yuen (the second right
one) organized activities to build
intercultural leadership of HKIEd
students to serve the Chinese immigrant
and South Asian communities.

Professor Winnie So Wing-mui has led the program of Innovation in Science and Environmental Studies (ISES) for 18 years to promote
science and environmental education among students, the education sector and the community.

Winners of the 2014/15 KT Award
KT Grand Award
Professor Winnie So Wing-mui, Head, Department of Science and Environmental Studies
KT Award

Dr Eric Cheng (the middle one)
conducted a public seminar (closing
ceremony) for school community with
over 300 participants including EDB
CDI officers.

Dr Celeste Yuen Yuet-mui, Associate Professor, Department of Education Policy and Leadership
Dr Eric Cheng Chi-keung, Associate Professor, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Dr Susanna Yeung Siu-sze, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychological Studies

Dr Susanna Yeung (the left one) and Dr
Ng Mei Lee shared with reporter of the
Sun (Hong Kong) that it is important to
encourage Hong Kong ESL children to
share and talk in the class.
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Fruitful EDB-HKIEd Sharing Sessions with
Further Collaborations to Come

During the visits, HKIEd academic staff
members share with the Education Bureau
delegations findings of their researches and
their views on the New Academic Structure.

On 9 and 16 December 2014, two Education Bureau (EDB)

Following the fruitful exchanges, commended by Dr Chan as

delegations led by Deputy Secretary for Education, Dr Chan

“extremely enlightening meeting for EDB colleagues”, both

Ka-ki, arrived at our Tai Po campus to share the latest progress

EDB and HKIEd expressed the intention to continue future

on the implementation of the New Academic Structure (NAS).

collaborations, with a view to working closely in promoting

The delegation shared with HKIEd colleagues the specific

high quality education and enhancing student learning.

areas of Learning to Learn 2.0 and other key observations
on NAS on 9 December 2014, and the medium-term review
of curriculum and public assessment issues on 16 December
2014.
At the first visit, HKIEd academic staff shared with the
EDB delegation their interesting findings from different
studies. These included New Class of Item Response Theory
Models to ensure test fairness, origins and continuity of
childhood dyslexia, problem-oriented learning improvement
in Mathematics, and the well-being among students from
diverse cultures in Hong Kong. On the second occasion,
faculty colleagues shared their views on NAS, along with the
latest development of Teacher Education Programmes.

Professor Joshua Mok Ka-ho, Vice President (Research and Development) at HKIEd
(right), gives Dr Chan Ka-ki, Deputy Secretary for Education (left), a warm welcome
as the EDB delegation arrives at the Tai Po campus to share the progress on the
implementation of the New Academic Structure.
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Highlights

Positive Report on HKIEd’s Research
The HKIEd has once again been recognized by the Research

incorporating strong component of community outreach, the

Grants Council (RGC) for its research capabilities in a detailed

report said, “This success could be demonstrated by the rapid

report to the Institute.

expansion of research projects and multidisciplinary teaching
programmes offered in recent years.”

“Your

colleagues

and

students

demonstrated

great

enthusiasm and ambition towards research,” the report wrote.

In the report, the RGC also commended HKIEd’s successful

“We applaud HKIEd’s enhancement and transformation

strategy in recruiting internationally excellent academic staff

towards ‘an education-focused, multidisciplinary institution

at all levels. “Their rich teaching and research experiences

with research capacity’.”

had enhanced HKIEd’s profile and helped in developing more
collective research areas and international research topics,”

The report, issued in December 2014 by RGC, came after a

it said.

visit by a 60-member delegation from the RGC to the Institute
in June 2014 to gain a first-hand understanding of the

The delegation was also impressed by the enthusiasm of the

Institute’s research developments.

Institute’s academics in seeking excellence both in teaching
and in conducting research.

Delegation members highly appreciated the Institute’s strong

06

research leadership, and commended HKIEd’s research for

A 60-member delegation from the RGC visits HKIEd to learn about the Institute’s research development.
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HKIEd Launches a Global Alliance to
Facilitate Education and Social Change
The HKIEd co-launched the Global Alliance for Educational

government policy, to shape regional and global research

Change

agendas, and to advance positive educational change and

and

Social

Development

with

renowned

universities in the region and beyond to reinforce Hong

social development”, he remarked.

Kong’s status as an education hub and strengthen its ties and
Delivering keynote speeches at the conference, Professor

collaboration with member institutions.

Lee Shulman of Stanford University and Professor Chris
Marking the official launch of the Alliance, HKIEd hosted a

Husbands of the UCL Institute of Education shared their

two-day conference cum launch ceremony on 9 and 10 April

insights on challenges for education and teacher training in

2015 at its Tai Po campus. At the invitation of HKIEd, 11

the 21st century.

leading universities joined the Alliance to form a strong force
to bring about the education and social change.
They include the University of Sydney in Australia, the University
of Toronto in Canada, Beijing Normal University and East
China Normal University in China, Nagoya University in Japan,
the University of Malaya in Malaysia, Dongguk University
in South Korea, the National Taiwan Normal University in
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Taiwan, the UCL Institute of Education and University of York
in the UK, Vanderbilt University in the United States, and the
Asia Pacific Higher Education Research Partnership.
In his welcoming remarks, Professor Stephen Cheung Yanleung, President of HKIEd, highlighted the importance of
a global alliance in informing practice and innovation in
education, and promoting social and human betterment.
“The mission of the Alliance is to seek to use the
combined strengths of each member institution to work
collaboratively to promote knowledge transfer, to inform

Representatives from the member universities around the
world attend the launch ceremony cum international
conference of “The Global Alliance for Education
Change and Social Development” at HKIEd.

HKIEd co-launched the Global Alliance for Educational Change and Social Development
with renowned universities in the region and beyond to reinforce Hong Kong’s status as an
education hub and strengthen its ties and collaboration with member institutions.

Member institutions will take turns to be annual Alliance
chair, with the permanent secretariat housed at HKIEd.
The Alliance will develop activities and events - including
annual meetings, international conferences, symposia
and workshops, and collaborative research projects,
publications,

student

exchanges

and

internships,

cooperation in academic programmes and leadership
training - in the near future.

Professor Lee Shulman of Stanford University.

Professor Chris Husbands of the UCL Institute of
Education.

Highlights

HKIEd Symposium Calls for Collaborative Efforts
in Developing Hong Kong Education Policy
called for the government to respond to the need for a central
coordinated mechanism and legislation supporting inclusive
education. Professor Lui Tai-lok, Chair Professor of Hong
Kong Studies, analysed the opportunities for Hong Kong
young people from the perspective of social mobility. Dr Ho
Man-sing, Associate Professor at the Department of Chinese
Language Studies (CHL), highlighted the recent debate over
Participants exchange views with invited panellists including education experts from
academia, teachers and principals, advocates from education concern groups, and think
tank representatives.

Scholars and experts gathered at a symposium entitled
“Collaborating for Hong Kong Education Development”
held on 12 December 2014 at HKIEd to review the education
reform in Hong Kong.
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using Putonghua as the medium of instruction in learning
Chinese.
Mr George Tsang Ka-lok, Executive Director of the Roundtable
Education and Professional Development Unit, presented his
analysis of the social function of life education and moral
education. Dr Timothy Yuen Wai-wa, Assistant Professor
at the Department of Education Policy and Leadership (EPL),

Over 100 participants attended the forum and exchanged views

stressed the importance of teacher impartiality in teaching

with invited panellists including education experts, teachers,

and the adoption of multiple perspectives to examine issues

principals, policy advocates from education concern groups,

encountered in civic education.

think tank representatives, and members from statutory bodies.
The symposium was jointly organised by the Centre for
Governance and Citizenship (CGC), Hong Kong Policy
Research Institute, and the Roundtable Education and
Professional Development Unit. Hosted in five panels and

Professor Stephen Cheung Yan-leung
delivers welcome remarks.

a roundtable, the discussions covered a broad range of
topics related to education policy development in Hong
Kong.

These included curriculum development, education

for ethnic minorities, inclusive education, diversification in
higher education in relation to career development for young
people, and the inclusion of early childhood education in 15year voluntary education.

Professor Cheng Yin-cheong,
Research Chair Professor of
Leadership and Change at HKIEd,
delivers a keynote speech that sets the
context of discussion from a global
perspective while describing a vision
of Hong Kong education reform.

At the various panel discussions, speakers offered their latest
observations and exchanged views on issues challenging
Hong Kong education policy after 15 years of education
reform. Dr York Chow Yat-ngok, Chairperson of the Equal
Opportunities Commission, echoed Ms Phyllis Cheung Fungmei, Hong Kong Unison Executive Director, in her advocacy of
the rights and education needs of ethnic minorities. Dr Chow

Dr York Chow Yat-ngok,
Chairperson of the Equal
Opportunities Commission, echoes
that a society in harmony demands
not only appropriate government
policies but also the evolvement of
the general public’s value systems
and attitudes.
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International Conference on Biological Waste as
Resource, with a Focus on Food Waste

Experts and scholars from around the world
gather at HKIEd to attend the three-day
conference.

Experts and scholars from Australia, Britain, India, Italy,

and treatment of organic wastes as well as promoting public

Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, Singapore and Thailand, as well as

environmental education.

mainland China, Macau and Hong Kong gathered at HKIEd
in December 2014 to attend the International Conference on
Biological Waste as Resource, with a Focus on Food Waste

Speakers focused on discussing the application of microbial
degradation for recycling and recovery of organic waste
- including agricultural waste (plant residues and animal

(BWAR).

manure), biosolid (sewage sludge), food waste, paper/yard/
From 1 to 3 December 2014, the three-day event aimed to

wood waste, municipal waste, and waste cooking oil - to

help promote awareness and knowledge of conversion of

produce valuable products and energy sources.

waste into resource, ease the disposal pressure, and minimize
pollution problems.

Sponsored by the Environment and

Conservation Fund, the conference was co-organised by the
Consortium on Health, Environment, Education and Research
(CHEER), the Department of Science and Environmental
Studies (SES), the Centre for Education in Environmental
Sustainability (CEES) and the Centre for Greater China Studies
(CGCS) at HKIEd.

“Recycling” is the reprocessing of materials into new
products, which will lessen the environmental impact and
conserve a significant amount of energy and raw materials.
“Recovery” refers to the recovery of embedded energy within
waste materials through energy generation. A symposium
entitled “Integrated Pond Fish Farming Using Food Wastes:
for Quality Fish Production and Habitat Conservation” focused
on the ideology, techniques and processes, and sharing of

The conference was honoured to have officials from the

experiences of using food wastes as fish feeds for pond fish.

Hong Kong Government: Mr Wong Kam-sing, Secretary for
the Environment, in delivering his opening remarks, and three
assistant directors of Environmental Protection Department
and Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department their
technical papers during the opening session.
Speaking at the opening ceremony, Professor Stephen Cheung
Yan-leung, President of HKIEd, said that the conference
provided a timely platform for participants to exchange
information concerning imminent waste problem, utilisation

HKIEd Professor Stephen Cheung Yanleung says that the conference provided
a timely platform for participants to
exchange information on imminent
waste problems.

Mr Wong Kam-sing, Secretary for the
Environment.
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Our People

Leading Scientist Shows Way to
Balanced Environment
I firmly believe that applied research is as
important as theoretical research, by transferring
the knowledge gained to the society, for solving
urgent environmental problems,
said Professor Wong Ming-hung

Professor Wong Ming-hung
Research Chair Professor of Environmental Science,
Department of Science and Environmental Studies
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The influence of a good role model in a teacher should never

He used that to investigate toxic metal mine tailings, which

be underestimated. Multiple award-winning environmental

are waste materials dispersed during the mining process,

scientist, Professor Wong Ming-hung, the Research Chair

both at a former Ma On Shan iron mine and at Shaoguan’s

Professor of Environmental Science at HKIEd, credits a

lead and zinc mine in Guangdong. He also studied how

teacher at Clementi Middle School with fostering his lifelong

pesticides and other chemicals could affect our food supply.

passion for biology.

Food for Fish

That initial spark has led to a career of not only primary

Recently, Professor Wong was concerned about the level

research in how toxic metals affect the environment, our

of mercury and other persistent toxic substances present

health, and could be a contributor to autism, but also, more

in fish trash and other food fed to fish. With his team, he

recently, how food waste can be used as fish feed. “I firmly

researched whether waste food from Hong Kong’s eateries

believe that applied research is as important as theoretical

could be turned into fish meal. With a project funded by the

research, by transferring the knowledge gained to the

Environment and Conservation Fund, attempt was made to

society, for solving urgent environmental problems,” says

turn food waste into fish feeds for growing a few freshwater

Professor Wong.

species . After a year, the fish fed with food waste-based

Understanding Water Pollution

diets were shown to be healthier, compared with those fed
commercial diets.

Over the years, Professor Wong has become a leading
specialist in the study of toxins, after starting out as a biology

Professor Wong has a positive outlook about Hong Kong’s

lecturer at the Chinese University Hong Kong.

environmental

issues.

“Environmental

protection

and

development do
Back in the 1970s, Professor Wong’s first area of research was
water pollution in Hong Kong, caused at the time through
uncontrolled discharge from livestock farms and factories. He
was also keen to understand the impact of heavy metals, so
studied the effects on the water in Tolo Harbour. He asked
the university to fund the costs of an atomic absorption
spectrophotometer to test the ecotoxicity of metals.

not have to be
conflicting,” he
says. “The most
important thing
is to know how
to balance the
two.”

Professor Wong Ming-hung shows the process leading to the
creation of fish feeds using Hong Kong’s waste food.
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Uncovering Lost History of Literature
The work is a history of literature that focuses
on the genre of criticism, as much as it is a
history of Hong Kong written from the
standpoint of literature,
said Professor Leonard Chan

Professor Leonard Chan Kwok-kou
Chair Professor of Chinese Literature,
Dean of the Faculty of Humanities

With his project, Professor Chan, who specialises in Chinese
literary theories and criticism, as well as Hong Kong literature,

Professor Leonard Chan Kwok-kou, Chair Professor of
Chinese literature at HKIEd’s Faculty of Humanities,
has kicked off a project to investigate the development
of literary criticism in Hong Kong from 1919 to
1949, an unexplored area in literary history.

hopes to capture the nuances of early Hong Kong literature by
examining literary critical writing, which displays literary trends.

“The work is a history of literature that focuses on the genre
of criticism, as much as it is a history of Hong Kong written

A 30-Month Study

from the standpoint of literature,” he said.
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Titled A Critical Study of Literary Criticism in Early Hong Kong
(1919-1949), the study aims to examine the features of early

A 12-book Series

local literary criticism, as well as the role of Hong Kong critics

To enrich public understanding of early Hong Kong literature,

in introducing Western literary theories and concepts into

Professor Chan has also co-led another project to publish

the mainland Chinese literary circle. The 30-month study

Hong Kong’s first literary compendium, “Compendium of

will cover criticisms on all major literary genres and examine

Hong Kong Literature 1919-1949.” Under the 5-year project,

the interaction between critical texts and their culture.

Chan and fellow scholars compiled different forms of Hong
Kong literature, and plan to publish them in a 12-volume

The research team will launch an extensive search in local

series of books, each devoted to a particular genre. Scheduled

libraries for primary texts related to early Hong Kong literary

to be published by Commercial Press from 2014 to 2015, the

criticisms from old periodicals and newspaper literary

12-volume set covers a vast span of literary genres, including

supplements. They will acquire old Hong Kong literary books

poetry, essay, popular literature, fiction, and drama.

and journals from mainland China through the Internet, as
well as materials in other languages.

The research team will launch an extensive search in local libraries
for primary texts related to early Hong Kong literary criticisms

Visit Overseas Libraries
Some old Hong Kong literary materials are housed in overseas
university libraries. As such, the team will visit libraries and
archives in the United States and some other countries to
recover old Hong Kong literary materials. Professor Chan
said the study would contribute to the understanding of
socio-cultural development of early Hong Kong.

from old periodicals and newspaper literary supplements.

Trending Research

Improving Literacy Skills in
Chinese-speaking Dyslexic Students
Understanding the compensation process can provide
important information on the variability in adolescent
learning especially overall literacy development including
the acquisition of reading and writing skills,
said Professor Kevin Chung Kien-hoa

Professor Kevin Chung Kien-hoa
Chair Professor of Special Education,
Head of the Department of Early Childhood Education
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Around 9.7% of the school population in Hong
Kong Chinese-speaking students is estimated to suffer
from dyslexia. For some individuals, dyslexia may
persist well beyond the school years and may affect
employment prospects, for others reading difficulties
may be improved slightly over the years. With the
support and assistance of teachers and parents,
students with dyslexia can become successful learners.
As early intervention programmes can help these
students become successful learners, there is a growing
call for earlier identification of those at risk.

of dyslexia and their underlying causes is essential for developing
specific teaching methods and intervention programmes.”

Establishing Cognitive-Linguistic Profiles
The study involved 254 Hong Kong secondary school students
with diagnosed childhood dyslexia in Grade 7 to 8 and adopted
a multi-dimensional approach, looking at literacy problems
as a manifestation of a complex disorder involving multiple
dimensions of cognitive and neurological processing.
Based on the findings, 28 improved dyslexics were found.
Approximately 11 % of the dyslexic population with diagnosed

While research to date has revealed the problem of dyslexia

childhood dyslexia may improve in adolescence to the point

in children, little attempt has yet been made to follow up

that their reading skills are well within the normal range in

the characteristics of adolescents with diagnosed childhood

Hong Kong Chinese students. However, the majority of these

dyslexia in order to examine the extent to which they can be

improved dyslexics still face persistent difficulties in cognitive-

distinguished as improved versus non-improved dyslexics. It

linguistic skills including rapid naming and working memory.

is estimated that around 20% of English-speaking children
with diagnosed childhood dyslexics will improve to the point
that their reading is well within the normal range. Although a
significant proportion of improved dyslexics exist in the Hong
Kong population, the cognitive-linguistic profiles, including
strengths and weaknesses, have not yet been examined in
Chinese adolescents with dyslexia. –
To address this, Professor Chung, recently completed a study
titled “Hong Kong Students Diagnosed with Childhood
Dyslexia: What is and is not Compensated?”

This study also found that improved dyslexics showed fewer
cognitive-linguistic deficits compared to the non-improved
dyslexics, and that morphological skills and visual-orthographic
knowledge were the best markers to distinguish between
improved versus non-improved dyslexics.
“Our findings underscore the importance of cognitive-linguistic
processes underlying the manifestations of improved and
non-improved dyslexia in Chinese adolescents,” said Professor
Chung. He concluded, “This study enhanced our understanding
of the characteristics of improved and non-improved dyslexics in

“Dyslexics are a heterogenous group,” explained Professor

Chinese-speaking dyslexic populations, thus helping us design

Chung. “Understanding the different cognitive-linguistic profiles

appropriate teaching methods and intervention programmes.”

Issue TWO

Trending Research

Unveiling Roles of Local Authorities
in China’s Financial Opening
Local states have proposed initiatives for the financial
opening of both internal and external dimensions, often
through leveraging on the influence of domestic financiers
and lobbying bureaucratic actors at the central level,
said Dr Vic Li Yu-wai

Dr Vic Li Yu-wai
Lecturer of the Department of Social Sciences

In recent years, China’s local authorities have
developed liberalising initiatives for the country’s
financial opening policy. Beijing has strived to pioneer
over-the-counter share trading, Shanghai inaugurates
China’s first free trade zone. Tianjin’s Binhai New
District and Shenzhen’s Qianhai became the proving
grounds for experimentation in financial opening.

to kick off his project to gain a deeper understanding about

Investigating the Roles of Local States

inside-out approach looking deep into the subnational level

To unveil the roles of local authorities in China’s financial
reform, Dr Li has recently started a study to investigate the
local states’ motivations and strategies to initiate financial
opening, and their dynamics with the central government in
the policy-making process.

the sources of financial opening in China.
With his study, he hopes to inform the financial and policy
communities about the political contours and dynamics
crucial to navigating in China’s financial markets, and
identifying the key players and policy trends. “As a leading
analyst observed, local politics is now going global. An
is what would truly add value”, Dr Li said.
He plans to disseminate some of the findings in academic
conferences and do sharing in policy think tanks, and is
also exploring the role of China’s central bank in renmenbi
internationalisation.

Entitled “Subnational Dynamics of International Financial
Outreach: Local States and China’s Financial Opening”, the
study came as the world is paying close attention to the
opening up in China, which is painstakingly expanding its
global financial outreach while maintaining its tight controls
of capital flows in the financial market.

Informing the Financial and Policy Communities
The project originated from an under-explored aspect of Dr
Li’s doctoral dissertation that analyses the occasional shifts
and reversals of financial opening policy of China. Intrigued
by the lack of focus on China’s local developments in finance
in the international political economy literature, he decided

To unveil the roles of local authorities in China’s financial reform, Dr Li has recently
started a study to investigate the local states’ motivations and strategies to initiate
financial opening.
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Knowledge Transfer Forum

Promoting Science Inquiry at Primary Level
“ISES encourages pupils to think ‘out of the box’ and work innovatively with science
and the environmental problems they encounter in everyday life,”
said Professor Winnie So Wing-mui.
First, teachers and pupils attend
seminars organized by HKIEd
educators, university professors,
scientists,

engineers,

science

teachers and museum curators to
learn how to conduct successful
inquiry projects based on the
new ideas and knowledge gained
from academic research work.
Their project proposals are then
vetted for safety and feasibility
by

14
Over 200 pupils attended the seminar

who

professional
provide

adjudicators

feedback

and

suggestions.
With local interest in the effects of science and technology

After working on their projects for three months, pupils

on the environment growing, last year’s two-day primary

share the products – photos, drawings, charts and a written

science event, Innovation in Science and Environmental

report – in the annual exhibition, and explain their work to the

Studies (ISES), attracted a great response. A total of 1,135

audience. As the final stage, oral presentations and reports

participants – 152 teams from 102 primary schools –

are assessed and feedback provided on the creativity and

presented inquiry projects on the theme “Inquiry of Social

practicality of the inquiry and the use of scientific methods.

Scientific Issues”.

Describing the benefits of the process, Professor So said,
“Teachers become more knowledgeable, competent and

Established in 1998 by Professor Winnie So Wing-mui of
the Department of Science and Environmental Studies (SES)
at HKIEd, ISES is a long-running collaboration between
HKIEd science educators, government departments and
educational organizations. The project promotes awareness
of science and environmental issues among primary pupils,
and helps provide a solid foundation for science education
at primary level.

Promoting a Habit of Innovation
The project involves various knowledge transfer stages.

Over 150 teams from primary schools participated in the ISES exhibition

Issue TWO

Professor Winnie So Wing-mui
Professor of the Department of Science and Environmental Studies,
Associate Dean of the Graduate School

Pupils demonstrated and presented their projects to the audience

15
confident in conducting science and environmental inquiry

efforts led to the publication of 17 books and 8 academic

activities with their pupils inside and outside the classrooms.”

journal articles on science and environmental topics for the

Adding, “Pupils not only present and share their project

project, was recently awarded the Grand Award in the HKIEd

outcomes to the adjudicators, but also to other school pupils,

Knowledge Transfer Awards Scheme 2014/15. “The event has

teachers and the public.” This event also provided training

created long-lasting impacts on the HKIEd as the major player

opportunities for HKIEd student teachers to develop their

in science and environmental education areas and served the

skills in project planning and management, as well as building

needs of educational development locally and regionally,” she

their knowledge while they were supervising pupils in inquiry

acknowledged.

projects.

Wide-reaching Influence
智趣小天地

The first and only large-scale exhibition of primary pupils’
scientific and environmental projects in Hong Kong, ISES
has been well-received by primary schools locally and in the
Pearl Delta Regions of mainland China, with a similar event
organized in Guangzhou. Local media coverage has also
helped inform the wider community of the importance of
science and environmental studies.
In recognition of the project’s success, Professor So, whose

34
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Knowledge Transfer Forum

Study Sparks Debate on Student Well-being
“My research embarks into an emerging area (spiritual well-being and value
education) and the findings have generated evidence-based scholarship for Hong
Kong immigrant and ethnic minority studies,” said Dr Celeste Yuen Yuet-mui.
The self-identity and well-being of students in Hong Kong
have become a burning social issue. To offer a deeper
understanding of this under-researched area, Dr Celeste
Yuen Yuet-mui, Associate Professor of the Department
of Education Policy and Leadership at HKIEd, has recently
completed a two-year General Research Fund project titled
Educational Experiences, Self-Identity and Spirituality: a
Study on the Well-being among Students from Diverse
Cultures in Hong Kong.
The study compared the self-assessed well-being of three local
student groups (South Asian minority, cross-boundary and
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Chinese immigrant students) with mainstream Hong Kong
students, and had unexpected findings: namely, that both
mainstream Hong Kong students and Chinese immigrant
students have much lower levels of life satisfaction, spiritual
well-being and engagement with school and society than
their South Asian counterparts.

Organized activities to build intercultural leadership of HKIEd students to serve the
Chinese immigrant and South Asian communities.

Increasing Social Awareness
The study employed integrative methods – questionnaires,
interviews, adapting Scott Huebner’s Multidimensional
Student Life Satisfaction Scale (MSLSS, 2001) and John
Fisher’s Spiritual Health And Life Orientation Measurement
(SHALOM, 2008). Data from the different student groups were
compared and analyzed to examine the interrelationships in
educational experiences, ethnic identity and spirituality, and
the responsiveness of the student groups to support services.
Dr Yuen, who recently received the HKIEd Knowledge
Transfer Award, achieved a broad level of knowledge
transfer, disseminating the findings through seminars, public
lectures, media, school-based feedback sessions with
frontline teachers, policy makers and curriculum developers,
five international conferences and four published articles.
A well-received Student Empowerment Scheme was also
organized to enhance intercultural communication and

Organized an experiential learning for student participants of Project “Empowering
Immigrant and Minority Students: A Taste of University Life”

sensitivity towards Chinese immigrant students and crossboundary students.

Issue TWO

Dr Celeste Yuen Yuet-mui
Associate Professor of the Department of Education Policy and Leadership

Underscoring the relevance of the topic, the findings have attracted wide attention in schools
and the media, both locally and overseas. Noting the extent of the coverage, Dr Yuen said,
“Our research findings have filled a gap to increase social awareness of the importance of the
well-being and spirituality of young people and calls for more deliberate educational attention
to provide specific support measures for students in Hong Kong, particularly immigrant and
underprivileged mainstream students.”

Promoting Positive Attitude Change
The social and educational impact of the study is clear, and
its findings have provided government officials with evidence
of the need for new curriculum initiatives to promote positive
youth development.
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Confirming that engagement with school and society is
segmented and differentiated across the student groups, Dr
Yuen concluded, “These findings, and our publications, will
deepen the public understanding and awareness of promoting
an equitable society for all with differentiated measures.”

Gave a speech on Integrating Ethnic Minorities in Hong Kong Society, Project Resonance
2014, hosted by Hong Kong Outstanding Students’ Association

Hosted a dissemination press conference

Interviewed by Radio 5 about young people’s spiritual health

Knowledge Transfer Forum

Improving Early English Language Teaching in
Hong Kong
“The positive outcome of the programme provides useful insights for the field on how
to best conceptualize and implement English language learning activities,” said Dr
Suzanna Yeung Siu-sze.

The project leader, Dr Susanna Yeung, and the team member, Dr Mei-lee Ng,
presented souvenirs to all the participating schools in the dissemination seminar.

Most kindergartens in Hong Kong provide English learning activities for their students. But the
practices they adopt vary from school to school, and there is little evidenced-based practice.
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To address this issue, Dr Susanna Yeung Siu-sze, Assistant Professor in the Department of
Psychological Studies at HKIEd, recently completed a 21-month study designed to enhance
awareness of appropriate strategies for early English language teaching and foster teachers’
skills and confidence in implementing learning activities.
Titled Effects of a language-rich phonological awareness intervention on English language and
literacy among Hong Kong Chinese kindergarteners, the study involved around 250 children
and 20 Cantonese-speaking local teachers from 8 kindergartens.
“In many Hong Kong kindergartens, the teaching of English heavily involves the nativespeaking English teacher (NET). We would like to provide innovative training for Cantonesespeaking kindergarten teachers in English language learning,” said Dr Yeung, who recently
received the HKIEd Knowledge Transfer Award for this project.

Establishing Evidence-based Practices
The team’s expert knowledge informed both the programme curriculum and the professional
development training for teachers. Dr Yeung’s team developed lesson plans and teachers’ guides
that integrated enjoyable and age-appropriate “say, tell, do” activities with phonological awareness
instruction, and held professional development workshops to equip teachers with the required
knowledge and skills. Professional consultants provided in-school support, eliciting teachers’
perceptions and feedback to enable on-going improvements and two-way transfer.

Issue TWO

Dr Susanna Yeung Siu-sze
Assistant Professor of the Department of Psychological Studies

To evaluate learning enhancements, the team monitored
the effects on children’s receptive vocabulary, expressive
vocabulary, oral communication skills, phonological awareness,
reading, spelling, and learning motivation. “Results revealed
that participating children showed significantly higher levels of

Early development plays a crucial role in every child’s future

improvement in oral language skills, phonological awareness,

literacy and social-emotional outcomes. Acknowledging the

word reading and motivation in English learning compared to

importance of research in the field, Dr Yeung said, “Given the

the no-programme period,” said Dr Yeung. She added that

well-documented importance of early childhood education and

teachers also reported positive impacts on children’s engagement

language acquisition, HKIEd as a leading education institute

and self-efficacy, as well as on their own awareness and skills in

should provide support for local practitioners to provide quality

providing quality learning activities.

early language instruction.”

Supporting local practitioners
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To reach a wider audience and enhance understanding among
the general public, Dr Yeung shared her research findings
and teachers’ feedback in a seminar, and published a detailed
teaching resource package for local early childhood practitioners.
She also published leaflets for parents, as well as held interviews
with local media.

Children were able to identify rhyming words.

Children enjoyed the learning activities in our programs.

Children tapped syllables using sticks and drums.

Knowledge Transfer Forum

Knowledge Management Helps Schools
Respond to Change
“Knowledge management is an innovative management approach that makes use of knowledge as an
organizational resource to cope with the problems and challenges raised from the internal and external
organization environment,” said Dr Eric Cheng Chi-keung.
In the last years, educational reforms in Hong Kong have

development programme of detailed training modules and

posed a number of challenges for local schools. To help

school workshops. Designed to help school leaders and

school leaders and teachers address these challenges, Dr Eric

teachers understand and apply KM tools and practices,

Cheng Chi-keung, Associate Professor in the Department

the programme covered topics such as institutionalizing

of Curriculum and Instruction, HKIEd, recently conducted

KM mechanism, conducting knowledge audit, formulating

a two-year study on school knowledge management (KM).

KM Strategies, managing school intellectual capital,
managing explicit knowledge by creating taxonomy for files

Titled, Applying Knowledge Management Practices in School

management, and managing tacit knowledge by storytelling.

Education for Sustainable Development, the study is the first
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KM education project conducted in Hong Kong primary

To facilitate development and sharing, each school established

and secondary schools. With KM, school leaders become

a KM Committee (generally comprised of the principal and

knowledge managers facilitating knowledge retrieval, use

three teachers) that also responsible for conducting the KM

and sharing, and teachers become knowledge workers who

audit and producing a strategic whole-school KM plan. KM

know how to solve problems. The approach “helps school

plans were assessed for feasibility by the HKIEd project team,

leaders and teachers to provide quality education for their

who offered onsite face-to-face consultation to help schools

students and quality services for concerned stakeholders,”

develop tailor-made KM systems.

said Dr Cheng.

Strengthening School Capacity
Fostering a Culture of Knowledge Sharing

By the end of the project, all participating schools had

The project involved 20 primary and secondary schools,

successfully applied KM systems and practices for strategic

and achieved knowledge transfer through a professional

planning, and a set of performance indicators for KM audit

The project was reported in Sing Tao Daily on 23rd April 2013.

Issue TWO

Dr Eric Cheng Chi-keung
Associate Professor of the Department of Curriculum and Instruction

had been developed and published as journal papers. Further
dissemination was achieved through a public seminar on the
practical experience of applied KM in schools. And a CD
on the essential concepts of knowledge management was
produced and sent to all Hong Kong schools as a teaching
resource.
To acknowledge the long-term significance and impact of
the project, Dr Cheng was recently honoured with an HKIEd
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School workshops for teachers

Dr Eric Cheng was invited by Education Bureau to conduct a talk on knowledge
management

Knowledge Management training programme for school Leaders

Knowledge Transfer Award. “Knowledge Management
helps to develop intellectual capacity and capital that
contributes to the development of the schools and the wider
community,” he said. “We launched this project with the
mission to improve teaching and learning, and to promote
Leaders of the project schools visited MTR to learn knowledge management system.

KM to the whole Hong Kong teaching profession.”

Our Students

Two PhD students, who were honoured with the Institute’s Postgraduate
Students Publication Award in 2014 in recognition of the publication
of their research papers, are determined to use their research at HKIEd
to break new ground in education.

LIU, Li

THO, Siew-wei

Liu li, an English teacher in Guang Dong University of Foreign Studies, traveled to Hong Kong
in 2011 to start her PhD at HKIEd. Here, she spent four years studying the learning process of
Chinese schematic idioms.

She was inspired to start her research after seeing the prevalent difficulties
experienced by people in learning idiomatic expressions. “It has been known
for a long time that idioms are big lexicon and have to be learnt in rote
memory,” Liu says.

Her research aims to explore the learning process of Chinese idiomatic expressions from a
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developmental perspective. “The study identifies the factors that play significant roles during
the learning of schematic idioms at different age levels,” Liu says.
LIU, Li

The study examines three age groups – 9-10 year olds, 13-14 year olds, and adults – on their
knowledge of the Chinese idioms. “Their knowledge of schematic idioms will be explored in
terms of acceptability and interpretation respectively,” Liu says.
She credits the mentorship of her supervisor, Professor Cheung Hin Tat, Head of Department
of Linguistics and Modern Language Studies, as well as the research support from HKIEd for
helping her PhD study. The Institute, she says, offers her workshops on statistics and even
counseling sessions as needed. “These have benefitted me a great deal,” says Liu, who will
finish her PhD later this year.
With her research findings, Liu hopes to increase people’s understanding on Chinese idioms,
and develop effective idiom teaching and learning approaches for both first and second
language learners.
Liu gets rewarded for her hard work. Some of her findings have attracted attention and were
published in peer-reviewed journals. “Knowing that my findings have been published was a
very exciting moment for me while I am doing the research. It encourages me to continue my
study and gives me more confidence in my academic career,” she says.
After graduation, Liu plans to resume her original teaching position at her university in
Guangdong, and will conduct further research on Chinese idioms.

Issue TWO

Tho Siew-wei, a lecturer in Department of Physics at Sultan Idris Education University,
Malaysia, has a strong interest in researching about using technology to enhance science
learning. His passion motivated him to pursue his PhD at HKIEd in 2012. His dissertation
involves designing and developing an innovative remote-controlled laboratory (RCL) system
for science education in Hong Kong’s secondary schools.

THO, Siew-wei

“The Internet-based RCL system enables learners to control and observe the
laboratory equipment as well as to perform real-time scientific investigation
activities at distances,” says the Malaysian lecturer.

The first stage of the study was to design and develop the RCL system. After this, Tho used
achievement test, questionnaire survey, open-ended questions and interviews to collect
students’ views on the effectiveness of the RCL system. Based on the findings, Tho further
refined the system.
In the future, when Tho finishes his RCL system, he hopes that his system can be used in
both secondary schools and primary schools, and for other subjects, such as geography and
environmental science.
He credits HKIEd with giving him invaluable support during his study, including the
supervision of distinguish scholars, and sending him to international conferences held in
Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Seoul, and Japan.
Apart from his dissertation, he has also been involved in his principal supervisor’s projects by
designing and evaluating other mobile learning activities for science experiments at HKIEd.
For instance, he explored the use of smartphones for sound resonance tube experiment and
measuring gravitational acceleration, and the application of Internet protocol camera for
scientific investigation. He has also evaluated a technology-enhanced physics programme
for a theme park. So far, he has published a series of research articles on these projects in
academic journals.
“These studies are crucial to enhance the future teaching and research of science learning,”
Tho says.
Upon completing his PhD in 2015, Tho will resume his lecturer job and continue researching
technology-enhanced science learning and other science education topics. “I will continue
to network with my supervisors at HKIEd and other researchers whom I met during my
doctoral study,” Tho says.
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Events Then & Now
3-7 August 2015

The 18th ARAHE Biennial International Congress co-organised by the Department of
Health and Physical Education Department of HKIEd, The Asian Regional Association for
Home Economics (ARAHE), and the Hong Kong Technology and Living Association

18-19 June 2015

Quality Childhood Conference International 2015: Enhancing Quality Childhood Education:
Synergizing Global Efforts (Pre-conference on 17 June)

8 May 2015

The Fifth East-Asian Graduate Forum on “Teaching Chinese as an International Language”

11 April - 9 May 2015

Public Lecture Series: The English You Didn’t Learn in School III

9-10 April 2015

Launch Conference for Global Alliance for Educational Change and Social Development

1 April 2015

Policy Dialogue Series: New Trends and Strategies in Elder Care: Cross Disciplines,
Cross Sectors and Cross Age Collaborations by Professor Alfred Chan Cheung Ming,
Chair Professor of Social Gerontology BA (East London), MSc (Edinburgh), CertPsy (Lond.),
PhD (Surrey), CQSW, RMN, MHKAG, RSW (HK),BBS, JP
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18 March 2015

Seminar on “Rapid Urbanization in China: Issues, Challenges and The Way Forward” by
Professor LUK, Ching Yuen, Kunming University of Science and Technology

12-13 March 2015

International Workshop on “Governing with Uncertainty: Surprise, Agility, Resilience &
Robustness”

11 March 2015

Public Workshop: Resiliency in the Face of Terrorism and Mass Casualty: Keys to 		
Our Understanding of Thriving, Surviving, and Making it to the Next Day by Professor
Stevan E Hobfoll, The Judd and Marjorie Weinberg Presidential Professor & Chair,		
Professor of Behavioral Sciences, Medicine, Preventive Medicine and Nursing Sciences,
Rush University Medical Center, USA

9 March 2015

Leadership, Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship Lecture Series: Leading Change,
Serving the Community by Mr Pang Yiu-kai, SBS, JP

5 March 2015

「倫理、價值與文化系列講座」- 二十世紀初香港的孔教與基督教 - 主講嘉賓：		
丁新豹博士, 香港著名歷史學家、前香港歷史博物館總館長
Public Workshop: Conservation of Resources Theory: Stress and Trauma by		
Professor Stevan E Hobfoll, The Judd and Marjorie Weinberg Presidential Professor & Chair,
Professor of Behavioral Sciences, Medicine, Preventive Medicine and Nursing Sciences,
Rush University Medical Center, USA

4 March 2015

文學及文化學系講座系列：侯勵英博士講座: 歷史教育的內涵與方法
Policy Dialogue Series: Health insurance, why should you bother?
The Global Efforts in Combating Climate Change: The U.S. Perspective by Mr Derek Wong,
Vice Consul in the Economic-Political Section of the U.S. Consulate General to Hong Kong
and Macau

3 March 2015

文學及文化學系講座系列：嚴志雄教授講座: 明代復古派詩「學」的救贖──明清之際
陳子龍國變前後詩新議

6 February 2015

Policy Dialogue Series: How to Tackle the Aging Issue in HK by Mr Matthew 		
Cheung Kin-chung , GBS, JP, Secretary for Labour and Welfare

5 February 2015

Seminar of Rebirth and Transformation of Bismarckian and Beveridge Models: Exploring
the Changing Governance of Pension Reforms in East Asia by Professor Shih-Jiun SHI,
Institute of National Development, National Taiwan University

29 January 2015

Roundtable on “Managing Regional Economic Integration: Economic and Political Security
in APEC”

27 January 2015

Seminar on “Leaving Home: Exploring the housing transitions of young people” by 		
Professor Ray Forrest, Chair Professor of Housing and Urban Studies, Department of
Public Policy, City University of Hong Kong

20 January 2015

International Symposium on “Globalization, Changing Labour Market and Social Mobility”

16 January 2015

Seminar Series on Hong Kong Culture, History and Creative Arts
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